Dean’s Honor Roll Fall 2014 Semester

1st Year Students

Lauren E Alfonso
Patricia J Amundaray
Nora Lynn Bairagdar *
Brian Edward Benzio
Emilie Jean Bergsma *
Nicholas J Bockovich
Jessica M Boh
Laporshia N Boother
Amy Tiffany Chang
Hui Tong Chen
Xiaobin Chen
Erik Edmund Chieuw
Madeline Y Clawges
Alexa Jean Conte
Carolina de los Rios
Dimittri B Delevry
Eduardo A Diaz
Maksim V Dudenkov
Elizabeth Hanh Duong
Christopher Espinosa
Brianna C Falcon
Sarah Juliet Fawaz
Evelyn Janette Franco
Yesenia L Franco *
Jaime Nicholas Garcia
Adam Tomas Giron
Brittany A Heuser
Kelsey Faith Horton

Justin C Immerman
Rosa Mary Jimenez Ocejo
Stephanie M Johnson *
Thandiwe E Jolly
Ada Selina Jutba
Vicky Kang
James-Dustin L Kenitz
Amy Victoria Kernick
Kristin M Kollecas
Richard C Krapf
Erica Lauren Lestini
Wenhui Li
Lindsey Ann Little
Jillian M Mantione
Nicole F Maranchick
Diana Martinez
Emily Rose McElhaney
Ben Robert McElroy
Terique A McKenzie
Matthew Thomas Mills
Ryan Matthew Moale
Justin D Muklewicz
Dan-Tam Minh Nguyen *
Hoai Khanh Nguyen
Tho Jeffrey Nguyen *
Lacey Lee Nilles
Kelsey Lorin Ohman *
Emily Taylor O’Neill

Payal J Patel
Mario Pedraza *
Bradley N Phillips
Jennier F Poulos
Stefanie Raghunandan *
Clara-Jessica Rances
Melanie Ann Rolfe
Jared Scott Roth
Melissa M Sandler
David Thomas Smith
Samuel Salvato Solone
Catherine H Spicer
Tyler Lee Spink
Sara Taylor Sterling
Stephanie N Stevens
Christine Surujlall
Rachael N Swisher
Olivia Thomas
Philip A Thompson
Jonathon Tran
Yufeng Wang
Michelle Weaver
Allyssa Robyn Webb *
Alyshia M Wiggins
Daniel M Winslow
Jeremiah T Youngblood
Kemel Zaldivar

* Maintained a 4.0 grade point average for the Fall 2014 semester.

Criteria for Dean’s List: 3.5 or higher grade point average in at least 12 credits of required pharmacy courses (excluding elective courses). Students on clerkships who have at least a 3.5 semester GPA but do not have 12 credits of required pharmacy coursework due to the “month off” rotation will also be placed on the Dean’s List.

Students with "I" or "N" grades are not listed until the grade is officially changed in ISIS. Students must notify the Office for Student Affairs when grade is changed on the ISIS system.
2nd Year Students

Yousef M Al-Jallad
Elizabeth M Amador
Omid Armoon
Javier Baez
Paige Alyssa Bishop
Catherine Blanco
Erica Nicole Bobb
Arya Cader
Melissa S Campo
Ashley Nicole Caplin
Nai Chen
Erica H Cho
Francesca N Corsini
Kiria Samir Cuevas
Kathleen A Deichen
Brandon J Delucca
Kassy Denise Engle
Brian Paul Forgino
Kristine B Friedel
Maria Grace Galarza
Megan Emily Galarza
Scott Gavin Garland
Jessica Amanda George
Farris Talal Hasan
Jade L Hefler
Anisel Hernandez
Amy Lynn Hibbard
Brittany Ann Hines
Aklil Amsalu Hiruy
Alexis E Hochstetler
Carly Marie Holbert
Lauren A Holiday
Rachel Victoria Huhn
Mark Alan Hutchinson
Diem Ngoc Huynh
Joanna Isidro
Ting Jiang
Payal M Kapadia
Sally Gamal Kassem
Mark Brandon Kennedy
Sadia Humayra Khan *
Rafa Zaman Khundkar *

Angela Nicole Krall
Eric Joseph Lee *
Iva Margjoni
Brooke L Matsanka
Aisha Merchant
Stephanie Ann Molchan
Trevor James Nelson
Geraldo Neziraj
Angel Nguyen
Tran Minh Nguyen
Lindsey A Osterfeld
Marlo Dawn Pagano
Michelle E Palmer
Yurea Vania Park
Alicia Patel
Archanakumari V Patel
Rishita A Patel
Urvi Dipak Patel
Liliana R Pimentel
Kelsey A Poling
David Reife

* Maintained a 4.0 grade point average for the Fall 2014 semester.

Criteria for Dean's List: 3.5 or higher grade point average in at least 12 credits of required pharmacy courses (excluding elective courses). Students on clerkships who have at least a 3.5 semester GPA but do not have 12 credits of required pharmacy coursework due to the “month off” rotation will also be placed on the Dean's List.

Students with "I" or "N" grades are not listed until the grade is officially changed in ISIS. Students must notify the Office for Student Affairs when grade is changed on the ISIS system.
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John William Reyenga, Karlyn Anitra Scott *, Jesse Dylan Unum
Laura Viviana Robayo, Stephanie N Shore, Sherin Mariy Varikatt
Michelle Rae Rowland, Connie Ting Suen, Matthew W Vickers
Arielle Lynne Ruff, Kayla Marie Suskauer *, Solomiya Virstyuk
Austin M Saacke, Elle Strote, Jacob Michael Walls
Tyler D Scarborough, Si Tang, Ashley K Whytas
Taylor R Schenley *, Tavish Tiet, Laurence R Wright
Kristin N Schwartz, Kenneth Khiet Tran, Nicholas Zajac-Batell

3rd Year Students

Meghan Ashley Bloxam, Karen Fong, Samuel David Schenker
Julia Lauren Bosacki, Esther Lilian Garcia, Anna N Shields
Crystal Ashley Carey, Mary A Gortemoller, Nisha Arun Tahiliani
Kyle Z Carlisle, Brittany Grant, Jayme-Jo R Tenbieg
Amy L Carr, Anna Kim, John Michael Turk
Lena Charafi, Elaine I Lee, Sydney R Veach
Michelle Chung, Stanley Andrew Luc, Karen Joy Vinluan
Michael Compolongo, Jacqueline M Mark, Tina L Wang
Keelin Manaker Dahl, Megan Shevlin Morgan, Stephanie F Weisberg
Nathan E Elder, Bailey O’Brien, Patrick Wieruszewski
Antonia Fawaz, Seung Jong Pyo
Bradley Figgins, Gregory M Rodriguez

4th Year Students

* Maintained a 4.0 grade point average for the Fall 2014 semester.

Criteria for Dean’s List: 3.5 or higher grade point average in at least 12 credits of required pharmacy courses (excluding elective courses). Students on clerkships who have at least a 3.5 semester GPA but do not have 12 credits of required pharmacy coursework due to the “month off” rotation will also be placed on the Dean’s List.

Students with "I" or "N" grades are not listed until the grade is officially changed in ISIS. Students must notify the Office for Student Affairs when grade is changed on the ISIS system.
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Joanne Angilot *  Kevin W Davis II *  Somer E Harvey *
Ashley N Arenson *  Michael Allen Day *  Jay T Hazelcorn *
Kyle James Barron *  Heather Marie Denton *  Carly Nicole Hendrix *
Brittany L Bateh *  Justin Desiongco *  Sarah Ann Hennemann *
Caroline A Beek *  John A Devlin *  Darren Paul Henry *
John A Betancourt *  Jorge Diaz *  Emily Clare Hill *
Kristie N Bichsel *  Thang Do *  Shira Brooke Hinds *
William Arthur Bienz *  Neha Mahesh Doshi *  Lauren W Hundley *
Cassie N Bozeman *  Theron S Douglas *  Cara Lynn Iacobellis *
Briana D Brawley *  April J Downey *  Christine L Ibarra *
Courtney R Brennan *  Shawnee M Dymond *  Zahra Jane Ismail *
William C Bryan *  Ceceily Edmond *  Erin Nicole Jacks *
Matthew David Bull *  Daniel Adam English *  Cindy Rubi Johns *
Mallory Burns *  Sonam M Faldu *  Patricia Kaylen Keen *
Jeffery K Butzin *  Michael Scott Fanus *  Stephanie Chen Keo *
Monique Calil *  Christopher Fronczek *  Maria C Kepner *
Cynthia Huynh Chen *  Brian E Gawronski *  Chanel S Khalil *
Tina Man Chen *  Brandon M George *  Maryam M Khazraee *
Eejong Choi *  Erika M Giblin *  Kelly Anne Kieffer *
Nicole K Cisler *  Jessica V Gonzalez *  Patrick Lin Kiley *
Kyle Marie Clark *  Nista Gracien *  Kristin Yoonmi Kim *
Michelle Aida Colby *  Glenn R Grantner *  Michael Aaron Kirby *
Orestes Concepcion *  Jacquelyn R Gray *  Rebekah Kronenwetter *
Carolyn Rae Cough *  Heather Grolet *  Joseph S Ladd *
Amanda Courrège *  Isabel M Gutierrez *  Christine M Lally *
Tara Catherine Cropp *  Joseph C Haley *  Zachary L Langston *
Michael John D’Amico *  Cody James Hampton *  Hoach Quy Le *

* Maintained a 4.0 grade point average for the Fall 2014 semester.

Criteria for Dean’s List: 3.5 or higher grade point average in at least 12 credits of required pharmacy courses (excluding elective courses). Students on clerkships who have at least a 3.5 semester GPA but do not have 12 credits of required pharmacy coursework due to the “month off” rotation will also be placed on the Dean’s List.

Students with "I" or "N" grades are not listed until the grade is officially changed in ISIS. Students must notify the Office for Student Affairs when grade is changed on the ISIS system.
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* Maintained a 4.0 grade point average for the Fall 2014 semester.
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Phuong Ly Tran
Stephen Truong Tran *
Trung Quoc Tran *
Eric R Trujillo *
Donovan C Vail *
Lauren M Verbosky
Michael J Walsh *
Jennifer L Warzynski *
Erin A Wasilewski

James Cecil Watkins *
Brent Scott Weiss *
Crystal L White *
Diana L Williams *
Courtney Marie Willis *
Cameron Guy Wilson *
Mark S Wilson *
Robert D Witting Jr *
Faith A Womble *

Gerard L Woolyhand *
Ioana Workman
Anna Yeung
Jaclyn M Yodice *
Justin Zacharias
Daniel H Zambrano *
Joel Fa Zeng *